”TRIUMF” Dance Festival for Children and Youth
VIII-th Edition,
22 March 2020, APOLLO SPORTS CENTER, Bucharest
Argument
The objective of the festival is to increase the number of activities meant to promote the pre-school
children, pupils and young amateurs with skills in the cultural, artistic, sports and entertainment fields,
having dancing as specific activity: modern, contemporary, ethno, gymnastics-aerobics, hip-hop,
thematic dancing, sports dancing, street dance, society dance, latino, folk dance, cheerleaders, etc.

Application and participation conditions
The application for the festival should be done by a representative of the dance groups by submitting the
applications for registration (the applications will have the stamp of the unit and also the signature of the
head of the unit that the group represents) made available by the organizers, until 15 March 2020 at the
mailing address festivalulnationaldedans@gmail.com, as well as payment of the registration fee at the
headquarters of Asociatia Municipala Sportul Pentru Toti Bucuresti or through the bank in the account
opened at INGB CENTRALA, RO41INGB0000999907423389, in the name of ASOCIATIA
MUNICIPALA SPORTUL PENTRU TOTI BUCURESTI, with the payment of the specific transfer
fee, followed by the payment order sent by mail, mentioning: Festival Triumf – Name of the Group or
other details necessary for recognizing the performance which was registered in the Festival. The
registration of the groups in the Festival represents the acceptance of the conditions by the participants, as
registered in the Festival Regulation.

Participation fee:
Solo: 25 $ / person/ performance
Duo: 20 $ / person/ performance
Trio: 15$ / person/ performance
Group: 10$/ person/ performance

Program
08:00 – gathering of the technical team and receiving the guests;
08:30-22:00 entry of the participants, on a sequence basis
22:00- closing the event, presenting the partners.

Age categories:

 children (4-6 y.o.)
 mini cadets (7-9 y.o.)
 cadets (10-12 y.o.)
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 juniors (13-15 y.o.)
 seniors (+16 y.o.)

Prizes
For Solo, Duo and Trio categories each participant receives a diploma and a trophy, for groups
category each participant receives a diploma and a medal, and the institution (the coordinator of the
group) receives a trophy/ institution.
SPECIAL PRIZES:
- TROPHY OF THE FESTIVAL FOR THE BIGGEST GROUP
- TROPHY OF THE FESTIVAL FOR THE MOST BEAUTIFUL COSTUMES
- TROPHY OF THE FESTIVAL FOR THE BEST ARTISTIC IMPRESSION
* The special prizes will be posted on the website the next day, and for receiving them the coordinator of
the group should come and pick them from the headquarters of the Club, or at their request they will be
sent by courier.

General rules:
- Staff - will be at your disposal for any information you want or if you need help. Staff members will be
recognized due to their uniform.
- A band must consist of at least 5 people;
- Solo, Duo or Trio formations can participate with one, two or up to maximum 3 dances, the duration
of a dance should not exceed 3:30 min;
- The order of entry of the teams is determined by the organizers and will be posted on the website:
www.festivaltriumf.ro until 15.03.2020 at 20:00;
- The team may be of girls, boys or mixed;
- Participants are directly responsible for the quality of the music and the musical support;
- Abusive language, vulgar and violent expressions or suggesting violence are forbidden in performing
choreography.
- The clothing of the participants will be decent, tasteful, according to their age and the type of dance
performed.
- Music must be sent by mail: festivalulnationaldedans@gmail.com until 15.03.2020 (please specify in
the mail the name of the participating group and the name of the song), and brought for verification on
the day of the festival in mp3 format and audio on stick.
- The organizers reserve the right to refuse to register a troop as a result of inappropriate behavior, as well
as after reaching the maximum number of participants / artistic moment (performance).
- If, for various reasons, a competitor or a team member cancels their participation in the festival
activities, they will not be entitled to the reimbursement of the registration fee.
- Registration confirmation can be verified at any time by visiting www.festivaltriumf.ro
- We reserve the right to check the age of the participants and if the number of participants on stage
during the artistic moment is equal to the number of participants registered in advance.
- Jury decisions must be respected, in view of their competence and the amount of work involved, which
require increased attention. No dancer or any other participant can disturb the jury members during the
judging. Any observation or lack of respect for a jury member will be penalized by the organizer of the
competition.
- Please keep clean in all access areas, toilets and changing rooms.
- Please do not block the lanes, stairwells and emergency exits.
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- Stage property that may cause disservice to other participants (eg oil, fluff, talcum powder, etc.) are
forbidden.
- Special effects such as open fire or fireworks are forbidden.
- Accessories are allowed as long as they are placed quickly before choreography begins and taken off
the stage at the end of the performance by the dancers.
- By participating in the contest, the participants (dancers, teachers, coaches, choreographers) agree that
the organizers use any media content in which they appear (photos, video clips, etc.). Participants will not
be entitled to claim material benefits or money in return for the media content they appear in.
- The group's attendant is directly responsible for the health status and integrity of the team with which
they participate in the Festival, as well as the copyright for the distribution of the chosen songs.

Sections:
1. Modern Dance
2. Folk Dance
3. Sports Dancing
4. Calisthenics
5. Aerobics Gymnastics
6. Artistic Gymnastics
7. Acrogym
8. Aerobic step/ Aerobic dance
9. Contemporary Dance
10. Thematic Dancing
11. Musical
12. Ballet
13. Latino
14. Urban Dance (Street dance, Hip Hop, Breakdance etc)
15. Chorographic Fantasy
16. Cheerleaders Dancing
17. Character Dancing (oriental, gypsy, Spanish Polish, Russian, Greek, etc.)
18. Open Dance (any style of dancing, not comprised in the ones mentioned above)

Final considerations
The technical and/or organizational details and not included in the regulation will be settled by the
organizing committee and posted on the site: www.festivaltriumf.ro or on Facebook : Festivalul de Dans
"Triumf"
*This regulation may be modified as necessary, on a proposal from the organizing committee, each
team coordinator being responsible for tracking possible changes on the site.
Director of the Festival: Iavin Natalia: 0722839688;
Email: festivalulnationaldedans@gmail.com;
Site: www.festivaltriumf.ro
Facebook: Festivalul de Dans "Triumf"
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APPLICATION REQUEST
Name of the team:

Representing Club / Institution :
Place:

Name of the attendant:
Number of participants:
Mail:
Tel:
Participants’ category (eg: solo, duo, trio, group):
Section (eg: Modern Dance, Folk Dance, Sports Dancing etc) :
Age category (eg: children, mini cadets, cadets, juniors, seniors) :
Name of the teacher that will be present on the diploma:
Signature /Stamp

Obs: for each moment of the performance a separate request for application will be filled
in.
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